
August 5th, 2021 
  
 

 
 
 
 
Respected Board Members of the Town of Chilmark 
Mr. Tim Carroll, Town Administrator, 
  
Subject: Permission to Shoot a scene from our new series “Amy Learns To” for 
HBOMax; in the Town of Chilmark.	
  
Respected Members of the Board- 
  
My name is Alex Dandino, and I am the Production Manager of the new 
television series “Amy Learns To”, which is produced by IPC (My production 
company) and our producing partner/network, HBOMax.	
	
I am writing this letter to officially request permission to film in the Town of 
Chilmark on August 30th, 2021.	
  
“Amy Schumer Learns to Cook” is an American cooking show that premiered on 
May 11, 2020. In the show, Amy learns how to cook from her husband, chef, 
and long standing Martha’s Vineyard Resident, Chris Fischer.	
 	
Our series, “Amy Learns To”, is in some ways the continuation of that 
adventure. In this new series, Amy will learn different things from a variety of 
folks from around the Vineyard with Chris’ help. Painting a house, Camping, 
Farming…Amy wants to learn how to do it all! 
 	
Although we are still finalizing the creative for the scene we want to film in the 
Town of Chilmark, we can confidently say that we won’t be interrupting any 
public transportation systems or stopping traffic (i.e blocking streets, etc.) while 
filming. We do not intend to bother the neighbors or visitors in any way and 
being very mindful and respectful to them and the town at large. While Chris 
and Amy live there, we are guests, and we plan to act accordingly as such.	
 	
We are prepared to pay all applicable charges, provide all the information the 
Town requires and work with you to ensure we can comply and obtain any 
permits needed for the show for the specified time asked, as we are aware the 
you genreally do not allow permitting during July and August.	
  
With that in mind, I would like to ask your permission to attend the meeting for 
Board Members on August 10th at 5pm EST so I might explain in detail more 
about the show and present our show’s needs to help with your decisión. 
  



We look forward to hearing back from you. In case of any questions or concerns, 
you may contact me at  330.212.1397. 
  
Thank you for your time and I hope to speak with you all soon.	
 	
Best regards,	
 	
 
 
 
 
Alex Dandino 	
Production Manager 	
alexdandino@gmail.com	
	


